The derivation constant K(A) 1 2 has been previously studied for unital non-commutative C * -algebras A. This paper begins the study of K(M(A)) where M(A) is the multiplier algebra of a non-unital C * -algebra A. Two results are obtained giving separate conditions on A which imply that K(M(A)) 1. These results are applied to A = C * (G) for a number of locally compact groups G including SL(2, R), SL(2, C) and several 2-step solvable groups. In these cases, K(M(A)) = 1. On the other hand, if G is a (non-abelian) amenable [SIN]-group then K(M(A)) = 1 2 .
Introduction
For a C * -algebra A, a simple application of the triangle inequality shows that
D(a, A)
2d a, Z(A) (1) for all a ∈ A, where D(a, A) is the inner derivation generated by a and d(a, Z(A)) is the distance from a to Z(A), the centre of A. In order to gain further information on the norms of inner derivations, the possibility of an inequality in the opposite direction was first investigated in [34] . Subsequently, the constant K(A) was defined to be the smallest number in [0, ∞] such that
K(A) D(a, A) d a, Z(A)
for all a ∈ A [4] . If the elements a are restricted to be self-adjoint then the corresponding constant is denoted by K s (A) . If A is non-commutative then it follows from (1) that K(A) 1/2, and it is known that K(A) = 1/2 if A is a unital primitive C * -algebra [49] or a von Neumann algebra [50] . For unital algebras, the constant K s (A) takes values in the discrete set 1 2 N ∪ {∞}, with the actual value for a given A being determined by a graph structure in the primitive ideal space Prim(A) [46] . There is some evidence that the constant K(A) takes a discrete range of values, and it has been shown that the only possible positive values less than or equal to . Furthermore, in each of these cases the value is determined by the fine structure of the Jacobson topology on Prim(A) [47, 11, 12] .
If A is a non-unital C * -algebra, it is usual to regard derivations of A implemented by elements of the multiplier algebra M(A) as 'inner'. Recall that if A is regarded as acting (faithfully) in its universal representation then M(A) = {b ∈ A : bA ⊆ A, Ab ⊆ A}, a unital C * -subalgebra of the enveloping von Neumann algebra A [45, 3.12] . Moreover, the norm of the inner derivation implemented by b ∈ M(A) on A is the same as the norm of the inner derivation implemented by b on M(A). By the Dauns-Hofmann theorem [17] , Z(M(A)) is isomorphic to the algebra of continuous, bounded functions on Prim(A), whereas Z(A) might equal {0} (cf. Proposition 2.1). Thus, as we shall see, the constant K(M(A)) can be expected to give more detailed information about norms of inner derivations than the constant K(A). In order to apply to M(A) the results mentioned above for the unital case, there is a prima facie requirement for detailed information about Prim(M(A)). However, this space is often vastly larger and more complicated than the dense open subset Prim(A), in a way that is illustrated by the complexity of the Stone-Čech compactification βN of the natural numbers N (see also [14] ). Nevertheless, we have found that in several cases of interest the value of K(M(A)) is determined by the ideal structure in A itself and hence by the topological properties of the T 0 -space Prim(A) [21, 3.1] .
Some of the most interesting C * -algebras for which Prim(A) has been determined as a topological space are non-unital group C * -algebras A = C * (G) and so it is natural to investigate the values of K(M(A)) in these cases. The general results on K(M(A)) which we obtain to deal with these are motivated not only by the existing results in the unital theory but also by the particular features of the primitive ideal spaces. In this paper, we shall focus on the case K(M(A)) 1. Higher values of K(M(A)) require some more new C * -theoretic machinery and will be treated in a sequel, illustrated by the classical motion groups R N SO(N ) (N 3) for which
(thereby giving, for example, the value 3 2 for N = 5, 6). Our first main result is that K(M(A)) 1 if A is a σ -unital quasi-standard C * -algebra (Theorem 3.5). We use this in Section 4 to show that K(M(C * (G))) = 1 for a number of well-known locally compact groups G including SL(2, R), the motion group R 2 SO(2), the Heisenberg group and various other nilpotent Lie groups. On the other hand, if G is a non-abelian amenable [SIN]-group then we obtain that K(M(C * (G))) = 1/2.
In contrast to the case of SL(2, R), A = C * (SL(2, C)) is not quasi-standard. However, in Section 5 we establish another general C * -theoretic result (Theorem 5.2) which enables us to show that K(M(A)) = 1 in this case too. We then apply the same technique to the C * -algebras of certain semi-direct product groups R n R including the (ax + b)-group.
If B is a unital C * -algebra such that K(B) = 
Preliminaries
We begin with a short result which shows that for many non-unital C * -algebras A the constant K(A) is likely to provide less information than K(M(A)). For a ∈ A and J a closed two-sided ideal of A, we denote by a J the canonical image of a in the quotient algebra A/J . Proposition 2.1. Let A be a C * -algebra and suppose that there is a dense subset X of Prim(A) such that A/P is non-unital for all P ∈ X. Then Z(A) = {0} and
Proof. Let Q ∈ X and let a ∈ A + with a = a Q = 1. Since Z(A/Q) = {0}, we have d(a, Z(A)) a Q = 1. On the other hand, Note that for P ∈ X, K(A/P ) 2K(A/P + C1) = 1, using [4, Proposition 3.1] and [49, Theorem 5] . It follows, since Z(A/P ) = {0} for P ∈ X, that
Hence a 1 by the lower semi-continuity of norm functions on Prim(A) and so K(A) 1. Finally, let z ∈ Z(A) and P ∈ X. Then z P ∈ Z(A/P ) = {0}. Hence z = 0 by lower semicontinuity again and so Z(A) = {0}. 2
Note that this result applies to the case of a non-unital primitive C * -algebra A, with X the singleton set containing the zero ideal. In this case M(A) is also a primitive C * -algebra, since A is an essential ideal of M(A), and so K(M(A)) = 1/2 by [49] . A group theoretic example of this kind is given by A = C * (R R × ) as in Example 5.5. The proposition clearly applies to all stable C * -algebras. It also applies to a wide range of group C * -algebras A = C * (G) including the continuous Heisenberg group, SL(2, R) and SL(2, C) (which we show in this paper satisfy K(M(A)) = 1) and the motion groups R N SO(N ) (N 3), which exhibit higher values of K(M(A)) for N 5 (see Section 1).
We continue by recalling some terminology from [46] . Let X be a topological space. For x, y ∈ X we write x ∼ y if x and y cannot be separated by disjoint open sets. The relation ∼ is reflexive and symmetric but it is not always transitive. We will view X as a graph in which two points x and y are adjacent if and only if x ∼ y. For x, y ∈ X let d(x, y) denote the distance from x to y in the graph (X, ∼). If there is no walk from x to y we write d(x, y) = ∞. We define the diameter of a ∼-connected component of X to be the supremum of the distances between pairs of points in the component, except that we adopt the non-standard convention that the diameter of a singleton component is 1 (rather than 0). Define Orc(X), the connecting order of X, to be the supremum of the diameters of ∼-connected components of X. By virtue of our non-standard convention, Orc(X) = 1 when X is a Hausdorff space. In the case when X is the primitive ideal space of a C * -algebra A we write Orc(A) instead of Orc(Prim(A)); and sometimes we write d A , in place of d, for the distance function when we need to emphasise the algebra we are working in. If ∼ is an open equivalence relation on Prim(A) (that is, if ∼ is an equivalence relation and the corresponding quotient map is open) then the C * -algebra A is said to be quasi-standard (see [9] , where several equivalent conditions and examples are given). Note that if A is quasi-standard then Orc(A) = 1.
It was shown in [46, Theorem 4.4] that, if A is a unital non-commutative C * -algebra, K s (A) = 
Orc(M(A)) K(M(A)).
We next recall some properties of the complete regularisation of Prim(A) for a C * -algebra A (see [17] for further details). For P , Q ∈ Prim(A) let P ≈ Q if and only if f (P ) = f (Q) for all f ∈ C b (Prim(A)). Then ≈ is an equivalence relation on Prim(A) and the equivalence classes are closed subsets of Prim(A). It follows that there is a one-to-one correspondence between Prim(A)/≈ and a set of closed two-sided ideals of A given by
where [P ] is the equivalence class of P . The set of ideals obtained in this way is denoted by Glimm(A) and we identify this set with Prim(A)/≈ by the correspondence above. If A is unital then Glimm(A) consists of the ideals of A generated by the maximal ideals of the centre of A, as studied by Glimm [29] . The quotient map φ A : Prim(A) → Glimm(A) is called the complete regularisation map. The standard topology on Glimm(A) is the topology τ cr , which is the weakest topology for which the functions on Glimm(A) induced by C b (Prim(A)) are all continuous. This topology is completely regular, Hausdorff, weaker than the quotient topology (and equal to it when A is σ -unital [38, Theorem 2.6]) and hence makes φ A continuous. The ideals in Glimm(A) are called Glimm ideals and the equivalence classes for ≈ in Prim(A) will sometimes be referred to as Glimm classes.
and so φ A (P ) = φ A (Q) = G. It follows that, for P ∈ Prim(A) and G ∈ Glimm(A), P ⊇ G if and only if φ A (P ) = G. For P , Q ∈ Prim(A), it is clear that P ∼ Q implies that P ≈ Q. The converse implication holds whenever A is quasi-standard [9, Proposition 3.2] . In general, a Glimm class is said to be ∼-connected if it consists of a single ∼-component.
We recall that A is said to be σ -unital if it contains a strictly positive element or, equivalently, a countable approximate unit [45, 3.10.5] . If A is σ -unital with a strictly positive element u then Prim(A) is the union of the compact sets {P ∈ Prim(A): u + P 1/n} (n 1). Since φ A is continuous, Glimm(A) is σ -compact, hence Lindelöf, and therefore normal by (complete) regularity (see [28, 3D] For a closed two-sided ideal J of a C * -algebra A, we definẽ 
Since {P : P ∈ Prim(A)} is dense in Prim(M(A)), it follows by continuity that ι
For G ∈ X = Glimm(A), we now find the ideals J G and H G of [13, Section 1]. We have
Similarly,
, and the latter holds if and only if Q ⊇ ι(G).
. For a ∈ A + , min sp(a) is the smallest number in the spectrum of a. Although we will not use it on this occasion, we include item (i) of the next theorem for completeness; g is the function from [0, 1] to C[0, 1] defined in [13] . Finally, we recall that if U is the cozero set of a continuous function f : Glimm(A) → R then, replacing f by |f |/(1 + |f |), we may assume that 0 f 1. 
Proof. Let X = Glimm(A). As noted above, A is a C(βX)-algebra with base map φ A : The next corollary will be used to show that in various examples Orc(M(A)) 2. A completely regular space X is said to be an F -space if disjoint cozero sets coz(f ) and coz(g) (for continuous real-valued functions f and g) are always contained in disjoint zero sets. This is easily seen to be equivalent to the condition in [28, 14.25 (5) ].
Corollary 2.4.
Let A be a σ -unital C * -algebra such that Orc(M(A)) = 1 and suppose that the set
) Suppose in addition that A is separable and that Prim(A) contains a dense subset T consisting of maximal ideals of A such that either (i) T is open and every
Proof. (a) The set φ A (S) is dense in Glimm(A) and is contained in the set W = {K ∈ Glimm(A): A/K is non-unital}. It follows that, for every cozero set U of Glimm(A), U ∩ W is dense in U . Since Orc(M(A)) = 1, it follows from Corollary 2.3 that disjoint cozero sets of Glimm(A) have disjoint closures (that is, Glimm(A) is an F -space). Since A is σ -unital, Glimm(A) is normal and so disjoint closed sets are automatically contained in disjoint zero sets. 
is Hausdorff, there is a subsequence of (G n ) consisting of distinct points. But this contradicts the fact that Glimm(A) is an F -space [28, 14N1] .
(
c) If (i) holds then (ii) holds by a topological argument of Delaroche (see the proof of [18, Proposition 7]), so we now assume (ii). Then T = φ A (T ) is dense in Glimm(A) and hence equal to Glimm(A)
. If Q ∈ Prim(A) then Q ⊇ G for some G ∈ Glimm(A) = T and so Q = G by maximality. Thus Prim(A) = Glimm(A) as sets, and Prim(A) is discrete since φ A is continuous. 2
Quasi-standard C * -algebras
In this section we will show that if A is a σ -unital quasi-standard C * -algebra then Orc(M(A)) 2 in a rather strong way which forces not only K s (M(A)) 1 but also K(M(A)) 1 (see Theorem 3.5). We will then apply this to the C * -algebras of a number of well-known groups.
In Proposition 3.2, we will use the following property of normal Hausdorff spaces, which is essentially well known (cf. [1, pp. 58-59] ). For the convenience of the reader, we state and prove it here. 
Proof. By induction, it suffices to consider the case n = 2. Clearly X 1 ∩ X 2 ⊆ X 1 ∩ X 2 . If X 1 ∩ X 2 is empty, then X 1 and X 2 can be separated by a continuous function on X whose continuous extension to βX will separate X 1 and X 2 . Suppose, therefore, that y ∈ X 1 ∩ X 2 and that X 1 ∩ X 2 is non-empty. If y / ∈ X 1 ∩ X 2 then there is a continuous function f on βX with 0 f 1 taking the value 0 on X 1 ∩ X 2 and taking the value 1 in a compact neighbourhood of y in βX. Set X i = {x ∈ X i : f (x) = 1} (i = 1, 2). Then X 1 and X 2 are closed in X and y ∈ X 1 ∩ X 2 . But X 1 ∩ X 2 is empty and so, as before, normality of X yields that
Recall that we saw in Section 2 that if A is a σ -unital C * -algebra then the Hausdorff space Glimm(A) is normal. The next result is a technical step which we shall frequently use in moving from a general element of Glimm(M(A)) to an element of the dense subset ι(Glimm(A)).
There exists a i ∈ J i such that
As ι is a homeomorphism, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that there exists
The following corollary will be used in the proof of Theorem 3.6. We recall that a closed two-sided ideal J of a C * -algebra A is said to be primal if whenever n 2 and J 1 , J 2 , . . . , J n are ideals of A with product J 1 J 2 . . . J n = {0} then at least one of the J i is contained in J . This concept arose in [6] where it was shown that a state of A is a weak * -limit of factorial states if and only if its GNS kernel is primal. The ideal J is primal if and only if there is a net in Prim(A) which converges to every point in (a dense subset of) Prim(A/J ) (see [6, Proposition 3.2] ). If the variable integer n in the definition of a primal ideal is replaced by a fixed integer n 2, we obtain the notion of an n-primal ideal J . By [15, Lemma 1.3] , the ideal J is n-primal if and only if the ideal n i=1 P i is primal whenever P 1 , . . . , P n are primitive ideals of A containing J .
Corollary 3.3. Let A be a C * -algebra with Glimm(A) normal and let n 2. Suppose that for each G ∈ Glimm(A), H G is n-primal (respectively primal). Then every Glimm ideal of M(A) is n-primal (respectively primal).
Proof. Let H ∈ Glimm(M(A)) and, for 1 i n, let Q i ∈ Prim(M(A)/H ) and let N i be an open neighbourhood of Q i in Prim(M(A)). By Proposition 3.2, there exists K ∈ Glimm(A) and
Q i is primal and so there is net in Prim(M(A)) converging to all of the Q i . In particular, n i=1 N i is non-empty. It follows that there is a net in Prim(M(A)) convergent to all of the Q i and hence n i=1 Q i is primal, as required for the n-primality of H . Finally, the bracketed result on primality follows from the fact that an ideal is primal if and only if it is n-primal for all n 2. 2 For the rest of this section, we restrict attention to the case of quasi-standard C * -algebras. 
On the other hand
Theorem 3.5. Let A be a quasi-standard C * -algebra and suppose that Glimm(A) is normal.
Proof. Item (ii) follows immediately from (i), and (iii) follows from (i) by applying [11, Theorem 2.3] to M(A) with n = 1.
For (i), we let H ∈ Glimm(M(A)) and begin by considering a finite non-empty subset F of Prim(M(A)/H ). We claim that there exists
Since Glimm(A) is normal, it follows from Proposition 3.2 that there exist G ∈ Glimm(A) and
Let P be any primitive ideal of A containing G. For each i, P ≈ Q i and so P ∼ Q i by Lemma 3.4. Since each Q i ∈ U i , it follows that P ∈ U 1 ∩ · · · ∩ U n . Hence, by the finite intersection property for the compact space Prim(M(A)),
is non-empty (where the leading intersection is taken over all such n-tuples (U 1 , . . . , U n )). We may choose R F to be any member of this non-empty intersection. Note that
Let F be the set of all finite non-empty subsets of Prim(M(A)/H ), directed by inclusion. By the compactness of Prim(M(A)/H ), there is a subnet (R F α ) which is convergent to some R ∈ Prim(M(A)/H ). Let Q ∈ Prim(M(A)/H ). There exists α 0 such that Q ∈ F α for all α α 0 . Then R F α ∼ Q for all α α 0 and hence R ∼ Q, as required. 2 Theorem 3.6. Let A be a σ -unital quasi-standard C * -algebra and suppose that the set S = P ∈ Prim(A): A/P is non-unital is dense in Prim(A). The following conditions are equivalent: 
Since ι is a homeomorphism onto its range,
For otherwise, by complete regularity we could find a continuous function f on Glimm(A) which is 1 at G and zero on V 1 ∩ V 2 and then coz(f ) ∩ V 1 and coz(f ) ∩ V 2 would be disjoint cozero sets both of whose closures contain G. Since V 1 ∩ V 2 is a cozero set, we may proceed inductively to conclude that Now suppose that condition (ii) fails to hold, so that Orc(M(A)) 2. By Theorem 3.5, we have
and hence equality throughout. 2
We note that the argument above for (i) ⇒ (iv) did not require the hypothesis on the set S.
The question of whether Glimm(A) is an F -space may be linked in some cases to the axioms of set theory. For example, let X be the space of minimal prime ideals of the abelian C * -algebra C(βN \ N) with the hull-kernel topology. Then X is a completely regular Hausdorff space (see, for example, [48, pp. 68, 71] ). Let A = C(βX) ⊗ K where K is the C * -algebra of compact linear operators on a separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. Then A is σ -unital, Glimm(A) = Prim(A) βX and A/P is non-unital for all P ∈ Prim(A) (so that Theorem 3.6 applies). It is known that if Martin's Axiom holds then βX is not an F -space [23] . On the other hand, it appears to be an open question whether it is consistent with ZFC that X is basically disconnected. This is discussed in [22] where it is shown that the consistency with ZFC of X being basically disconnected would imply the consistency with ZFC of there being a measurable cardinal. If there is a model of set theory consistent with ZFC in which X is basically disconnected then so is βX and hence βX is an F -space.
Quasi-standard group C * -algebras
We now apply the results of Section 3 to obtain that K(M(C * (G))) has the value (2) is the motion group of the plane. We shall show that
For r > 0 let χ r be the character of R 2 defined by χ r (x, y) = e irx and let π r = ind Let T = {ker π r : r > 0}, a dense open subset of Prim(A) coinciding with the set of separated points of Prim(A). For each r > 0, π r (A) equals the algebra of compact operators on L 2 (T), a simple non-unital C * -algebra. Since Prim(A) is not discrete, it follows from Corollary 2.4 that Orc(M(A)) 2. We therefore have
and hence equality throughout.
Example 4.2. Let G be an amenable locally compact group with centre Z(G) and for every
is quasi-standard, the map χ → I χ is a homeomorphism from Z(G) onto Glimm(C * (G)) and {I χ : χ ∈ D} is dense in Prim(C * (G)) (see [7, Lemma 1] and its proof). Since every locally compact abelian group is normal, it follows that Glimm(C * (G)) is normal. So Theorem 3.4 applies to give K(M(C * (G))) 1.
Furthermore, suppose that G is second countable, that C * (G)/I χ is non-unital for each χ ∈ D and that Z(G) is non-compact. Then C * (G) is separable and Glimm(C * (G)) is not discrete because it is homeomorphic to Z(G). By Theorem 3.6, we conclude that K(M(C
Now let G be a non-abelian simply connected nilpotent Lie group. Then the above hypotheses are satisfied whenever the maximal coadjoint orbit dimension in g * equals dim(g/z). Furthermore, if G is 2-step nilpotent, then this coadjoint orbit condition is also necessary [7, Theorem] . In particular, if W n (n 2) is one of the so-called universal 2-step nilpotent simply connected Lie groups, then K(M(C * (G))) = 1 if n is even (see [15, Theorem 2.4] ). Note that W 2 is the 3-dimensional Heisenberg group. The general Heisenberg groups H 2n+1 = C n R (n 1) also fall within this framework.
A number of 6-dimensional, simply connected, nilpotent Lie groups G are shown in [15] to have quasi-standard C * -algebras even though the coadjoint orbit condition is not satisfied. In all of these cases, Theorem 3.5 and Corollary 2.4 apply to give (1) the first principal series {π + t : t 0}; (2) the second principal series {π − t : t > 0}; (3) the complementary series {γ s : 0 < s < 1}; (4) the first discrete series {δ + n : n ∈ N 0 }; (5) the second discrete series {δ − n : n ∈ N 0 }.
Choose 0 < δ < 1 and parametrise G by assigning to each π ∈ G a point in R 2 as follows:
The topology on G is the one which it acquires when regarded as a subset of the plane, with two exceptions:
. It follows that the set of separated points in G is G \ {1 G , δ + n , δ − n : n = 0, 1}. Furthermore, the only non-trivial cases for the relation ∼ are δ
and so ∼ is an equivalence relation on G. Let U be a non-empty subset of G and let Sat(U ) be the ∼-saturation of U . Suppose that π ∈ Sat(U ) \ U . Then π ∈ {1 G , δ + n , δ − n : n = 0, 1}. Suppose, for example, that π = δ 
For the next example, we require two lemmas which are useful in other cases too.
Lemma 4.4. Let G be an amenable locally compact group with non-compact centre Z(G). Then Glimm(C * (G)) does not have an open point.

Proof. Let A = C * (G) and Z = Z(G).
For each π ∈ G, π| Z is a multiple of a character of Z. By sending ker π to this character, we obtain a well-defined continuous surjection r : Prim(A) → Z.
Towards a contradiction, assume that Glimm(A) has an open point. Then there exists P ∈ Prim(A) such that the Glimm class [P ] is open in Prim(A). Let λ 0 = r(P ). Since Z is a locally compact Hausdorff space and r is continuous, r([P
Moreover, since Z is a non-discrete group, λ 0 ∈ Z \ {λ 0 }. Since inducing is continuous [26, Theorem 4 .2], we have ker ind
and hence
This contradicts the fact that [P ] is open. 2
In the following lemma, we temporarily suspend the use of ∼ as introduced in Section 2, in order to use ∼ in the representation-theoretic sense of weak equivalence. That is, if S and T are sets of unitary representations of a locally compact group G then we write S ∼ T to mean that {ker π: π ∈ S} = {ker π: π ∈ T } in C * (G). If, for example, S = {π} is a singleton set, then we simply write π ∼ T .
Lemma 4.5. Let G be an amenable, second countable, locally compact group and N an abelian closed normal subgroup of G. Suppose that N is non-compact and that the G-orbits in
Proof. The hypotheses of the lemma allow us to apply what is known as Mackey's little group method (cf. [27, Section 6.6]). To fix notation, for a character χ of N , let G χ denote the stability group of χ under the action of G on N . Then, given π ∈ G, there exist χ ∈ N and τ ∈ G χ such that τ | N is a multiple of χ and π = ind
Observe next that, since G χ is amenable,
and hence, by induction in stages,
This implies that
Since N is non-compact, there exists a sequence (χ n ) n in N such that χ n = 1 N for all n and χ n → 1 N in N . Then, by continuity of inducing, ind Let G be the 2-step nilpotent group of upper triangular matrices
Then G is also a semi-direct product of the abelian normal subgroup Ω 2 p and the compact group p , and hence G is a T 1 
Writing elements of G as triples
and, for each k ∈ Z, the map φ k :
continuous and has open range in Prim(C * (G)).
For all k ∈ Z, we have p k+1 p ⊆ p k p , so that
Since p is compact, the metric space Ω p is σ -compact, hence a Lindelöf space and therefore second countable. But G is homeomorphic to Ω 2 p × p and so G is second countable and hence C * (G) is separable.
The centre Z(G), being topologically isomorphic to Ω p , is non-compact. Since G is amenable, we may apply Lemma 4.5 to obtain that
is the algebra of compact operators on the Hilbert space for π , and since G k has infinite index in G, I λ,α has infinite codimension in C * (G). So C * (G)/I λ,α cannot be finite-dimensional. It now follows from Lemma 4.4 that Glimm(C * (G)) is not discrete. Hence
In comparison with the previous examples, the next result shows that amenable [SIN]-groups are particularly well behaved from the current perspective. We recall that a locally compact group G is called a [SIN]-group if the identity of G has a neighbourhood base consisting of sets V which are conjugation-invariant (that is, xV x −1 = V for all x ∈ G). In particular, the class of If G is second countable and Prim( . Let Γ be a representative system for the G-orbits in K. Then Prim(A) is the disjoint union of clopen Hausdorff subsets P γ , γ ∈ Γ , and so A is the c 0 -direct sum of ideals A γ , where Prim(A γ ) = P γ . Each set P γ is of the form {ker(π γ ⊗ χ): χ ∈ G/K}, where π γ is any irreducible representation of G such that π γ | N ∼ G(γ ), and the map χ → ker(π γ ⊗ χ) from G/K onto P γ is continuous and open [35] . The set of all χ ∈ G/K such that ker(π γ ⊗ χ) = ker(π γ ) is a closed subgroup of G/K and hence of the form G/H γ , where H γ is a closed subgroup of G containing K. Consequently P γ is homeomorphic to H γ /K and hence is normal. For each γ , either all the quotients A/P , P ∈ P γ , are infinite-dimensional or they are all of the same finite dimension d γ .
For the following theorem, we note that if G is an [FD] − -group of type I (so that A = C * (G) is a CCR algebra since Prim(A) is Hausdorff) then the subset {π ∈ G: dimπ is infinite} of G is homeomorphic to the subset {P ∈ Prim(A): A/P is infinite-dimensional} of Prim(A) by taking C * -kernels. A) ) 1 by Theorem 3.5. Now suppose that G is second countable, type I and non-abelian. Then A is a separable CCR algebra.
Proof. Since Prim(A) is Hausdorff and normal, K(M(
Suppose that {P ∈ Prim(A): A/P is infinite-dimensional} is discrete. An ideal A γ which has finite-dimensional irreducible representations is a d γ -homogeneous C * -algebra and hence is On the other hand, suppose that {P ∈ Prim(A): A/P is infinite-dimensional} is not discrete. Since A is a CCR algebra, there exists γ 0 ∈ Γ such that Prim (A γ 0 ) is not discrete and all primitive quotients of A γ 0 are non-unital. Since A γ 0 is separable, it follows from Theorem 3.6 that K (M(A γ 0 ) 
In the second part of Theorem 4. [19, 39] 
, where the kth summand corresponds to the irreducible representation U 2πk of H (see [43, p. 1406] ). By Theorem 4.8,
Realising the toroidal Heisenberg group as the semi-direct product (R × T) R, where t ∈ R acts on (x, z) ∈ R × T by t · (x, z) = (x, ze itx ), we now consider two interesting [FD] − -subgroups. First of all take G to be the subgroup G = (Z × T) Z. Although G is not of type I, it is an amenable [SIN]-group since the centre T is open. Thus Theorem 4.7 applies to give 
An example of a totally disconnected [FD] − -group not in [SIN] is the shift group G = F Z Z arising from a finite abelian group F [43, 12.1.22] . By considering a cross-section C ∪ {0} for the Z-orbits in the dual of F Z and the corresponding decomposition of C * (G) (see, for example, the proof of [8, Lemma 2.2]), we obtain that C * (G) is isomorphic to C(T) ⊕ ( α∈C K ( 2 (Z)) ), where the summand for α corresponds to the irreducible representation U α of G (see [43, p. 1407] ). By Theorem 4.8,
Example 5.1. Let A = C * (G) where G = SL(2, C). Then G may be identified with the subset of R 2 consisting of the pairs (n, y) (n = 1, 2, . . . ; y ∈ R), the pairs (0, y) (y 0), and the pairs (x, 0) (−1 x < 0). The topology is that induced by the topology of R 2 except that a sequence in G which converges to (−1, 0) in the ordinary sense converges in G to the points (−1, 0) and (2, 0) [21, 18.9.13] . It follows that, for a continuous function f :
For (x, y) ∈ G, let P x,y be the kernel of the corresponding irreducible representation. Then the map (x, y) → P x,y is a homeomorphism from G onto Prim(A). Hence P x,y is a separated point in Prim(A) and also a Glimm ideal for (x, y) / ∈ {(−1, 0), (2, 0)}, but P −1,0 ∼ P 2,0 . These two points make up the only non-trivial ∼-component. Thus Orc(A) = 1.
As sets, both Glimm(A) and Min-Primal(A) coincide with the set of ideals
where J = P −1,0 ∩ P 2,0 . However,
In particular, A is not quasi-standard. We note for later that A/P x,y ∼ = K (the algebra of compact linear operators on a separable, infinite-dimensional Hilbert space) for (x, y) = (−1, 0).
In this paper, we shall use only the case n = 0 of the following theorem. However, the general version presented here involves only a little extra effort and it will be applied in a sequel to the motion groups R N SO(N ). Proof. We show that M(A) satisfies the hypotheses of [11, Theorem 2.3] with n replaced by n + 1. Suppose that H ∈ Glimm(M(A)) and (2) α ∈ M, and Q (3) α ∈ N . Let L = {P ∈ Prim(A):P ∈ L}, a non-empty open subset of Prim(A). Since {P :
Let (P λ ) λ∈Λ be a net in L which is convergent to P α . For each λ ∈ Λ, let I λ be a minimal primal ideal contained in P λ . By passing to a subnet, if necessary, we may assume that I λ → I Hence I (1) α ⊆ P α , I (1) α ∈ Sub(A), and K α ⊆ I (1) α . Similarly, starting with M and N , we obtain I (2) α , I (3) α ∈ Sub(A) such that K α ⊆ I (2) α ∩ I (3) α . By hypothesis there exist T (i) α,j ∈ Prim(A) (1 i 3, 1 j n + 1) such that
and T (1) α,n+1 = T (2) α,n+1 = T (3) α,n+1 . We now let α vary. By the compactness of Prim(M(A)) and by passing to successive subnets, we obtain T 1 ∈ E. We may choose β sufficiently large thatT (1) α(β),1 ∈ E and L ⊆ D (where L is the first coordinate of the element α(β) ∈ ). Then
an open subset of Prim(A). So there exists K ∈ Id(A) such that
Let (P λ ) and (I λ ) be as in the construction of I (1) α(β) . For each λ, I λ is primal and P λ ∈ Prim(A/I λ ) ∩ L . Since E and L are disjoint open subsets of Prim(A), Prim(A/I λ ) ∩ E is empty and so I λ ⊇ K. Since I λ → I (1) α(β) (τ s ), we obtain that
contradicting the fact that T (1) (2, C) ). We shall show that
We begin by showing that φ A is closed. Let E be a closed subset of Prim(A). Then φ −1 A (φ A (E)) is closed because it is equal either to E or to the union of E with a singleton set. Thus φ A is closed with respect to the quotient topology on Glimm(A). But since SL(2, C) is second countable, A is separable and so the quotient topology coincides with the completely regular topology [38, Theorem 2.6] . Furthermore, the separability of A also ensures that Glimm(A) is normal (see Section 2).
We now check that A satisfies the remaining hypothesis of Theorem 5.2 with n = 0. Let G ∈ Glimm(A) and 3) and we may take S (i) = T = P 2,0 (1 i 3) . Otherwise, G is a primitive and maximal ideal of A and we may take S (i) = T = G (1 i 3) . It now follows from Theorem 5.2 that K(M(A)) 1.
Let T = Prim(A) \ {P −1,0 , P 2,0 }, a dense open subset of Prim(A). For each P ∈ T , P is a separated point of Prim(A) and A/P ( ∼ = K) is simple and non-unital. Since Prim(A) is not discrete, it follows from Corollary 2.4 that Orc(M(A)) 2.
Combining the above, we now have
The reduced dual of SL(2, C) is equal to SL(2, C) \ {(x, 0): −1 x < 0} [24, Theorem 3.2] and this is Hausdorff. In particular, the separable C * -algebra C * r (SL(2, C)) is quasi-standard, all of its primitive quotients are non-unital and Glimm(C * r (SL(2, C))) = Prim(C * r (SL(2, C))) as (non-discrete) topological spaces. It follows from Theorem 3.6 that
For the following examples, we note that every continuous group action of R on R n by automorphisms is of the form t · x = e tM x, t ∈ R, x ∈ R n , for some real (n × n)-matrix M. The nature of the dual space of the resulting semi-direct product R n M R depends on the space of R-orbits in R n , which in turn depends on the eigenvalues of M. The orbit structure is well understood whenever all the eigenvalues of M have non-zero real parts, in which case M is called hyperbolic. If M is hyperbolic, then M is said to be properly hyperbolic if it has eigenvalues with real parts of different signs, and otherwise M is said to be improperly hyperbolic.
Example 5.4. Let M be an improperly hyperbolic real (n × n)-matrix (n 1). Let G = R n M R be the (second countable) semi-direct product defined by the action (t, x) → t · x = e tM x for t ∈ R and x ∈ R n . Note that if n = 1, G is topologically isomorphic to the (ax + b)-group. We are going to apply Theorem 5.2 and results in [37] 
By [37, Theorem 5.6 (ii)], {0} is the only Glimm ideal of the separable C * -algebra C * (G) (and hence φ C * (G) is automatically closed), and by [37, Theorem 5.5(ii)] there is a homeomorphism v → I v between the unit sphere S in V = R n and Min-Primal(C * (G)). Moreover
) and Hausdorff; (3) I v ⊆ ker α for any α ∈ G/R n and v ∈ S.
In particular, for α, β ∈ G/R n = R and v ∈ S, we have ker α ∼ I v ∼ ker β whereas ker α ∼ ker β if and only if α = β. Thus ∼ is not an equivalence relation on Prim(C * (G)) and so C * (G) is not quasi-standard.
On the other hand, Theorem 5.2 applies with n = 0 and yields K(M(C * (G))) 1. In fact, we have Sub(C * (G)) = Min-Primal(C * (G)) because (Id(C * (G)), τ s ) is a Hausdorff space and so the compact subset Min-Primal(C * (G)) is closed. Thus, given three minimal primal ideals, we may choose any α ∈ G/R n and take T = S (i) = ker α (1 i 3).
Since P ≈ Q for all P , Q ∈ Prim(C * (G)) and the canonical image of Prim(C * (G)) is dense in Prim(M(C * (G))), R ≈ S for all R, S ∈ Prim(M(C * (G))). Suppose that Orc(M(C * (G))) = 1. It follows from [46, Corollary 2.7] that R ∼ S for all R, S ∈ Prim(M(C * (G))) and so M(C * (G)) is a prime C * -algebra (cf. [46, p. 319, item (iv)]). Hence C * (G) is prime, which is not the case. Thus Orc(M(C * (G))) 2 and hence K(M(C * (G))) = K s (M(C * (G))) = 1.
In the following, we give an example of a 2-step solvable locally compact group G with connected component G 0 of index 2 such that K(M(C * (G))) = 1/2 and K(M(C * (G 0 ))) = 1. On the other hand, G 0 = R R × + , the connected component of the identity of G, has index 2 in G, and G 0 is topologically isomorphic to H = R R, where R acts on R by t · x = e t x. Since H is the simplest case in Example 5.4, it follows that
Example 5.6. As in Example 5.4, let G be the semi-direct product of R n with R, but this time with the matrix M being properly hyperbolic. Since G is second countable, A = C * (G) is a separable C * -algebra and so Glimm(A) is normal. The relevant spaces G, Min-Primal(A) and Glimm(A), including their topologies, have been determined in [37, pp. 68-74] . The space V = R n decomposes into a direct sum V = V + ⊕ V − , where V + and V − are defined in the obvious manner using the eigenvalues of M with strictly positive and strictly negative real parts, respectively. Let S ± denote the unit sphere of V ± , and, for v ∈ V , let π v = ind
where Ω ± = {π v : v ∈ S ± } and Ω g = {π r(v + +v − ) : v ± ∈ S ± , r > 0} is a dense open Hausdorff subset and coincides with the set of separated points in G. It follows that ker π is a Glimm ideal for each π ∈ Ω g . The topology on G is described in [37, Proposition 5.3] . Two important features are that π r(v + +v − ) → π v + , π v − as r → 0(+) (v ± ∈ S ± ) and ker π v ⊂ ker α for all v ∈ S + ∪ S − and α ∈ G/R n . It follows that the relation ∼ is not transitive on G (so that A is not quasistandard) and that the only Glimm ideal apart from the ker π (π ∈ Ω g ) is the ideal {ker π v : v ∈ S + ∪ S − }. To see that φ A is closed, let E be a closed subset of Prim(A). Then φ
−1
A (φ A (E)) is closed because it is equal either to E or to the union of E with the closed set Prim(A) \ {ker π: π ∈ Ω g } (depending on whether or not E is disjoint from the latter set). Thus φ A is closed with respect to the quotient topology on Glimm(A) which coincides with τ cr (see [37, Theorem 5.6(i) ] or [38, Theorem 2.6]).
We now check that the remaining hypothesis of Theorem 5.2 holds with n = 0. Let K ∈ Glimm(A) and I (i) ∈ Sub(A) (1 i 3) with I (1) ∩ I (2) ∩ I (3) ⊇ K. Either K = ker π for some π ∈ Ω g or else K = {ker π v : v ∈ S + ∪ S − }. In the first case, K is a maximal ideal and so we may take T = S (i) = K (1 i 3) . In the second case, there exist v 
